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Subject : Two day Work shop/ Seminar regarding IT Procurement  

                                  held in June 2007 at  Bank of India, Mumbai.  

 

 

  Minutes of the above seminar were circulated vide letter no 3/CTE (2)- 

VR/2007 dated 3.10.2007. It has come to the notice of the Commission that despite 

specific instructions / guidelines and booklets issued by the Commission from time to time, 

and the holding of an exclusive seminar referred to above for the benefit of the Bank’s 

executives dealing with IT procurements along with respective CVO’s, Bank officials do 

not appear to adhere to these instructions / guidelines as expected of them, which leaves 

room for various irregularities. As such Commission desires that you organize 

seminars/workshops and lecture classes at frequent intervals to keep the officials of the 

bank, particularly those dealing with procurement activities educated and updated 

regarding procurement procedures, CVC guidelines. 

  

  Instances have also come to the notice of the Commission indicating that a 

number of bank officials lack basic skills in computer operations and knowledge of the 

banking software. There is also a tendency on the part of senior officers to disclose their 

password to junior officials / staff for operating the system on their behalf, citing reasons, 

including work pressure and ignorance which you would appreciate is not acceptable . 

Therefore, there is an urgent need to impart proper training to such officers and staff at 

various levels particularly those working in the branches so that they have up-to-date 

knowledge of the computer system for day to day operations and are not dependent on their 

colleagues. You are, accordingly, advised to arrange such programmes for training on an 

on going basis for the benefit of bank officials. Please note to keep the Commission 

apprised of the steps taken in this regard and the progress so achieved.  

   

     Receipt of this communication may please be acknowledged. 
 

                                                                                                                   
              (V. Ramachandran)  

                    Chief Technical Examiner 

 

All Chief Vigilance Officers of  Public Sector Banks  
 

 
 


